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INVZI Mag Free Magnetic Stand for iPad Pro 12" (Gray)

INVZI MagFree magnetic stand / stand for iPad Pro 12" (grey)
Enjoy greater comfort while watching videos, participating in video conferences, taking notes or drawing on your iPad. The INVZI stand
has a 180° tilt adjustment and allows you to rotate the device placed on it by 360°. So you can position it at just the right angle for the
comfort you desire! A durable aluminium alloy is used to make this accessory.
 
Adjustable
Adjust your iPad to make it even more comfortable to use. You can adjust the angle of the stand up to 180° - adjust it to look at your
tablet screen at the best possible angle! You can also rotate the device 360°. Position it vertically or horizontally and draw comfortably,
use the apps of your choice or watch a video on YouTube!
 
Clever design
The stand is equipped with top-class magnets, so you don't have to worry about your tablet falling off and getting damaged. The product
also  has  a  special  opening  so  that  it  does  not  obstruct  the  device's  cameras.  What's  more,  the  accessory  is  made  of  high-quality
aluminium alloy - it is very durable and resistant to damage, and visually matches the design of the iPad perfectly.
 
Brand
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INVZI
Model
MGF811-13
Colour
Grey
Material
Aluminium alloy
Compatibility
iPad Pro 12.9" (6th generation): A2436, A2764, A2437, A2766;
iPad Pro 12.9" (5th generation): A2378, A2461, A2379, A2462;
iPad Pro 12.9" (4th generation): A2229, A2069, A2232, A2233;
iPad Pro 12.9" (3rd generation): A1876, A2014, A1895, A1983;

Price:

€ 61.50
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